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Blackout in the Ukrainian ED: Russia bombed NATO-Ukraine data 
exchange nodes – 200 Polish soldiers dead in Kharkiv! 
Heavy losses to the Foreign Legion - Convoys bombed 
26/11/2022 - 19:17  
 In surgical precision strikes with devastating results, the Russian Armed Forces proceeded by 
bombing operational hubs of data exchange between the General Staff of the Armed Forces of 
Ukraine and the NATO command. 
 This event caused a blackout between the Ukrainian units operating along the front line, NATO 
and the Ukrainian GEETHA. 
In addition: 
 -Russia bombed Ukraine's military command and control system, as well as energy facilities 
connected to it. 
 -Interrupted rail transport of Ukrainian Armed Forces reserves with the Russian Air Force bombing 
troop concentrations and Ukrainian armored trains. 
 The Poles recorded heavy losses in Kharkiv. During the night, temporary gathering places of 
Polish soldiers in Kharkiv were hit with more than 200 dead. 
 Finally, Foreign Legion training camps were hit with dozens of dead mercenaries and material 
and troop gathering areas. 
 The bombing took place in the region of Kramatorsk and Slavyansk. There the Armed Forces 
of Ukraine are gathering forces for their subsequent promotion to the front. 
 It is noteworthy that the bombing of a ground satellite station is recorded for the first time. The 
Russians say it's a Starlink ground station. 
Video: American mercenary records ambush of his unit. As it retreats the HMMWV hits a mine 
Video Player 
Video: Foreign Legion camp hit in Kramatorsk 
Video Player 
Video: Crashed Ukrainian attack in Svatovo-Kremenya region. The Ukrainians attempted an attack towards Oryanka with 
tragic consequences 
Video Player 
Data exchange line between NATO and Ukraine dead 
 According to Russian military sources,  the Russian strikes disrupted the operation of the data 

exchange line between the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and the NATO command for 
several hours. 
They specifically mentioned: 
 “As a result of the failure of the energy supply systems, the operation of the emergency data 
exchange lines between the command of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and the NATO headquarters 
was interrupted for several hours.  
 For the first time since the beginning of the Russian special military operation, the Ukrainian command had 
problems regarding the impossibility of receiving operational information about the situation at the fronts. The 
Ukrainians could not be informed by the foreign Officers. 
 The problems were caused not only by the strikes on the electricity infrastructure, but also by 
operational communication hubs that came under attack. 
 In the first hours after the Russian strikes, the Ukrainian staff made great efforts to restore the infrastructure, 
which allows the rapid exchange of data both in the form of "front - General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine" 
and in the form of "General Staff Armed Forces of Ukraine – NATO Command”.  
 Kiev forces are trying to ensure the restart of the mentioned operational military communication hubs. 

https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/i-rosia-vomvardise-komvous-antallagis-dedomenon-nato-oukranias-nekroi-200-polonoi-sto-charkovo-synetrivisan-oukranikes-falanges/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en


 If it is not achieved, then the command of the Armed Forces of Ukraine (perhaps with the participation of NATO 
specialists) should look for alternative options for organizing the operation of such hubs, including organizing their 
uninterrupted supply.” 
Video: Russian kamikaze drone bombs Starlink ground station and a 152mm D-20 artillery unit  
Video Player 
200 Poles and 100 Foreign Legion mercenaries dead 
 The Russian Ministry of Defense reported in its official statement the death of 200 Polish soldiers. 
 According to the Russian Ministry of Defense: 
The Armed Forces of Ukraine suffered significant losses. 
 -As a result of strikes with high-precision weapons of the Russian Aerospace Forces on three 

points of temporary deployment of Polish mercenaries in the area of the village of Velikiye Khutor, 
Kharkiv, up to 200 soldiers were killed. 
 -Furthermore, in Seversk and Slavyansk regions, settlements of the Donetsk People's 
Republic, more than 100 mercenaries of the so-called "foreign legion" were killed by high-precision 
weapons of the Russian Aerospace Forces, while one tank, two armored fighting vehicles and eight vehicles were 
destroyed . 
 -Operational-tactical and military aviation, missile forces and artillery hit six command posts of Ukrainian forces 
in Petropavlovka, Kharkiv, Stelmahovka, Lugansk People's Republic, Yampolovka, Torskoye, Ivano-Daryevka and Pobeda, 
People's Republic regions of Donetsk, as well as 67 artillery units in firing positions, manpower and military equipment in 
164 districts. 
 -In the Vesele region of the Donetsk People's Republic, a US-made AN / TPQ-50 anti-aircraft radar was 
destroyed. 
 -In Kamyshevakha district, Zaporizhia, the depot of missile and artillery weapons of the Armed Forces of Ukraine 
was destroyed. 
 -During the day, four Ukrainian unmanned aerial vehicles were shot down in the Mirnaya Dolina, Vershina, 
Novoandreevka regions of the Donetsk People's Republic and Zaliman in the Luhansk People's Republic. 
 -Additionally, five rockets from the HIMARS and Vilkha multiple launch missile systems were intercepted in the 
areas of the Kremennaya and Popasnaya settlements of the Lugansk People’s Republic. 
Video: Damaged Ukrainian military phalanx in the snow 
Video Player 
Video Player 
The railway transport of reserves of the Armed Forces of Ukraine has been suspended! 
 -According to the Russian military department, on Wednesday, November 23, strikes were 
carried out on the military command and control system of Ukraine, as well as on energy facilities 
connected to it. 
 The railway transport of the reserves of the Armed Forces of Ukraine was also suspended. Air, 
surface and sea-based missiles participated in the attack.  
 -In Kupyansky, an attempt by the Armed Forces of Ukraine to attack the Berestovoye area was foiled, up to 60 
Ukrainian servicemen were killed and an armored fighting vehicle and two trucks were destroyed. 
 -At Krasno-Limansky, Ukrainian attempts to attack in the direction of Ploschanka and Chervonopopovka were 
intercepted. The losses of the Armed Forces of Ukraine amounted to: more than 15 soldiers, while one infantry vehicle, 
one mortar crew and three vehicles were destroyed. 
 The same happened in the Yuzhno-Donetsk region. The Ukrainians attempted a counterattack in the direction of 
Vladimirovka, Pavlovka and Vremovka. 
 -According to official data, Ukrainian forces tried to attack in the direction of Levadne, in the Zaporizhzhya 
region, but failed to carry out their plans due to a preemptive strike by Russian artillery. 
The result was over 50 soldiers killed and one tank, six armored vehicles and three cars destroyed. 
Video: Russian artillery fired at a group of Ukrainian soldiers 
Video Player 
https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/i-rosia-vomvardise-komvous-antallagis-dedomenon-nato-oukranias-nekroi-200-
polonoi-sto-charkovo-synetrivisan-oukranikes-falanges/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  
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Politico Shows Russia Victory: “Front Fractures & West's Arms Run Out – Big US-
EU Gap Against Ukraine War” 
Countdown to Zelensky and Ukraine 
26/11/2022 - 16:56  
 Politico newspaper and French Le Monde host a shock revelation about Ukraine and V. 
Zelensky as they reveal that top European officials are furious with Joe Biden's government and 
accuse the Americans of having "won" the war, while at the same time EU countries are suffering. 
 At the same time, the French Le Monde brought to light a report on the situation in the arsenals 
of Western countries. Arms for Ukraine are running out and this is also reflected in the latest arms 
deliveries. 
 At the beginning of the invasion, the US and the EU had formed a front against Russia. But 
apparently nine months of war in Ukraine was enough for it to begin to fall apart. 
Toxic statements against the US 
 The explosive comments — backed publicly and privately by officials, diplomats and ministers 
— add to the puzzle of growing anger in Europe over US subsidies that threaten to destroy European 
industry. On the other hand, the Kremlin is watching with great interest. 
 The EU's chief diplomat Josep Borrell called on Washington to respond to European concerns . 

"Americans — our friends — make decisions that have an economic impact on us," he told POLITICO. 
Where is the problem located? 
 The biggest point of tension in recent weeks has been Biden's green subsidies and taxes that 
Brussels says unfairly drive trade away from the EU and threaten to destroy European industries. 
Despite official objections from Europe, Washington has so far shown no signs of backing down. 
 At the same time, the turmoil caused by Putin’s invasion of Ukraine is driving European 
economies into recession, with inflation soaring and a catastrophic squeeze on energy supplies 
threatening blackouts this winter. 
The factors affecting the European economy 
 As they try to reduce their dependence on Russian energy, EU countries are turning to natural 
gas from the US – but the price Europeans are paying is almost four times higher than the same fuel 
costs in America. 
 Then there is the potential increase in orders for US-made military equipment, as European 
militaries face a shortfall following the arms shipment to Ukraine. 
 Ministers and diplomats have expressed frustration at the way the Biden administration is simply ignoring the 
impact of its domestic economic policies on European allies. 
Ignorance of Biden about the concerns of Europeans 
 When EU leaders confronted Biden about high US gas prices at the G20 meeting in Bali last 
week, the US president seemed to simply ignore the issue, according to the senior official cited above. Other 
EU officials and diplomats agreed that American ignorance about the implications for Europe was a big problem. 
 Despite the energy disputes, as soon as Washington announced a $369 billion industrial 
subsidy program to support green industries under the Inflation Reduction Act, Brussels went into 
full panic mode. "The deflation law has changed everything," said an EU diplomat. 
"Is Washington still our ally or not?" 
 The US is by far the largest provider of military aid to Ukraine, providing $15.2 billion worth of 
military equipment since the start of the war. The EU has offered military equipment worth 8 billion euros to 
Ukraine, according to Borrell. 
 Some advanced weapons could take “years” to renew due to supply chain and chip production 
problems, according to a senior official. This fueled fears that the US defense industry may profit even more from the 
war. 
Europeans are asking for a discount on natural gas 
 The Pentagon is already developing a road map to speed up arms sales as pressure grows 
from allies to meet greater demands for weapons and equipment. 
 Another EU diplomat said that since the US makes so much money from weapons, it could ask for less money for 
the supply of natural gas. 

https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/to-politico-deichnei-niki-rosias-to-metopo-diaspatai-megalo-chasma-ipa-ee-me-fonto-ton-polemo-stin-oukrania/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en


Le Monde: “Western arsenals have been reduced to an extremely critical point 
 "In order for the Ukrainians to be able to resist the blows of the Russians, the West opened wide the doors of its 
arsenals. 
 This is especially true for the US, which has delivered about two-thirds of all military aid to Ukraine," Le Monde 
claims. 
 Based on this information, over 1 million missiles, tens of thousands of anti-tank weapons, 
man-portable air defense systems, drones and guided missiles have been delivered. 
“The result is that Western arsenals, including those across the Atlantic, have been reduced to an extremely critical 
point,” the publication says. 
Below the limit the armament of the US 
 Analysts argue that because of this massive aid to Ukraine, US stockpiles of certain types of 
weapons are " below the levels required and set for military planning and training". 
 In fact, it is reported that the US was forced to request the purchase of 100,000 155 mm artillery 

shells from South Korea, so that they could also be delivered to Ukraine. 
 However, South Korea opposes this prospect as it does not want to get involved in the conflict by 
supplying weapons to either side of the conflict. 
Factories fail 
 The reason behind the rapid depletion of arsenals and the inability of the West to replenish 
them in time is said to be the reduction in military spending by Western states that followed the 
breakup of the Soviet Union and "decades of asymmetric conflicts" against weaker adversaries, such as 
Afghanistan, Somalia, Libya and Syria. 
 Another reason is that Western powers have chosen technology over big spending, i.e. investing in advanced 
weapons, which despite being more effective, have proven extremely expensive. 
The illusion 
 “Western militaries have been under the illusion that weapon volumes can be reduced with the help of 
technologies. 
 “However, although guided weapons have proven useful in Ukraine, this conflict shows that traditional weapons 
such as artillery remain vital,” says Thibault Fouillet, researcher at the Strategic Research Foundation (FRS). 
Reduction in production capacity 
 At the same time, it is found that the defense manufacturing companies of the West have not 
been able to fulfill important defense orders in time as a result of the reduction of their production 
capacity for decades. 
 In particular, it is pointed out that American companies such as Lockheed Martin and 
Raytheon cannot produce more than 2,100 anti-tank missiles for Javelin systems annually, when the 
number of such missiles delivered to Ukraine in the first nine months of the conflict reached 8,500. 
 France is particularly concerned about the delivery to Ukraine of a quarter of the Caesar systems that the French 
military has at its disposal. It is indicative that the French Ministry of Defense has ordered 18 units from the NEXTER 
company, when the construction of just one requires 18 months https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/to-politico-
deichnei-niki-rosias-to-metopo-diaspatai-megalo-chasma-ipa-ee-me-fonto-ton-polemo-stin-
oukrania/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  
 

"SARMAT" Nuclear Missile Goes Into FULL Production  
World Hal Turner 26 November 2022 Hits: 2482  

 
Russia's "Sarmat" strategic missile has gone into serial production.  What 
do you need to know about the powerful superweapon of the Russian 
Federation? 
First. 
 This is the most powerful intercontinental ballistic missile in the 
world, surpassing the American ones in all respects. 

 - 1.5x range. 
 - by tripling the number of warheads. 
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 - by take-off weight by 6.5 times. 
 - by the total power of the core charges by 7 times. 
 - by combat load by 9 times. 
 
Second. 
 The Sarmat has Avangard hypersonic capsules that are totally IMMUNE to all known missile 
defenses, while the U.S. Minuteman III has no hypersonic capsules. 
 
Third. 
 The Sarmat can also deliver a high-precision non-nuclear strike, in which the kinetic energy 
creates destruction similar to a nuclear explosion, but without radiation. 
 
Fourth. 
 The Sarmat will be silo and mobile-based, while the U.S. Minuteman III is silo-based only. 
 
Fifth. 
 The Sarmat is the latest rocket to enter service in 2022, while the U.S. Minuteman III entered 
service 50 years ago. 
 The Sarmat is one of six new Russian strategic weapons unveiled by Russian 
president Vladimir Putin on 1 March 2018. The RS-28 Sarmat made its first test flight on 20 April 
2022, and the Russian government expects the missile is entering service in 2022. On August 16, 2022, a 
state contract was signed for the manufacture and supply of the Sarmat strategic missile system. 
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/sarmat-nuclear-missile-goes-into-full-production  
 

Belarusian foreign minister dies suddenly  
64-year-old Vladimir Makey held the position since 2012  

 
Vladimir Makei ©  Sputnik / Vladimir Trefilov 

26 Nov, 2022 13:50  
 Belarusian Foreign Minister Vladimir Makey, died suddenly  
on Saturday, news agency Belta has reported, citing the ministry’s 
spokesman, Anatoly Glaz. He had held his position for a decade. 
 The news outlet has not provided any details about the 
circumstances or causes of the 64-year-old's death. He was scheduled to meet 

his Russian counterpart Sergey Lavrov in the coming days. 
 A career diplomat, Makey worked with the Belarusian Foreign Ministry since 1993 after graduating from 
Austria’s Diplomatic Academy of Vienna. He represented Belarus in the Council of Europe and served as an adviser to 
the Belarusian ambassador to Paris in the 1990s.  
 In the 2000s, he worked as an aide to President Aleksandr Lukashenko and headed the 
presidential administration between 2008 and 2012 before taking up the position of foreign minister. 
 Just one day before his death, Makey met with the Vatican’s ambassador to Minsk, Ante Jozic. The meeting 
marked the 30th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the Vatican and Belarus. The minister 
and the ambassador discussed bilateral relations, as well as the position of the Catholic Church in Belarus, the ministry 
said at the time. 

🇧🇾🇻🇦| #Макей, Апостольский Нунций @VaticanNews подтвердили стремление к 

укреплению      межконфессионального диалога, активизации сотрудничества в 
различных сферах для достижения дальнейшей положительной динамики 
взаимодействия pic.twitter.com/7siVlBvcYh 

— МИД Беларуси 🇧🇾 (@BelarusMID) November 25, 2022 
 In early November, the minister visited India, where he met with diplomats and entrepreneurs. Makey also 
discussed bilateral trade and economic cooperation with his Indian counterpart, Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, according 
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to the Belarusian Foreign Ministry. On the topic of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, the two diplomats called for 
a “speedy resolution through peaceful means,” the ministry added. 
 Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said that Moscow is shocked by the news of the senior 
diplomat’s passing. https://www.rt.com/russia/567231-belarusian-foreign-minister-dies-at-64/  
 

Russia concerned about US bio activities – Defense Ministry  
Washington recognizes the “dual-use nature” of its biological research but avoids international oversight, Moscow 
has claimed  
26 Nov, 2022 20:06  
 The US admits the “dual-use nature” of its large-scale biological research programs both at 
home and abroad but still plans to further expand them, the commander of Russia’s Nuclear 
Biological and Chemical Defense Troops, Lieutenant General Igor Kirillov, said during a briefing on Saturday. The 
general demanded broader international oversight of such programs. 
 “The military biological activities of the Pentagon in various regions of the world” are among 
the sources of risk threatening the whole international community, Kirillov warned. 
 The US seeks to “enhance its military biological potential,” as well as “expand its global control 

over the biological situation in the world,” he noted, citing the US’ own strategic documents. 
 The US National Biodefense Strategy, adopted in October 2022, does say that the nation “recognizes 

the dual-use nature of the life sciences and biotechnology” while also stating that Washington “seeks 
to prevent the misuse of science and technology.” It adds that biological risk management “requires… 
taking steps to mitigate those risks, regardless of whether they originate in the United States or abroad,” pointing to the 
need to “evolve” the country’s “biodefense capabilities.” 
 The US Defense Threat Reduction Agency – a Pentagon body mostly focused on countering threats posed by 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) – goes even further in its strategy for the years 2022-2027. It openly identifies 
expanding the US’ ability to “identify, characterize and exploit adversary WMD vulnerabilities” as one of its goals. 
Another of its aims is to recognize “potential WMD warfighting obstacles” and find “solutions” to help the 
US and its allies “win during the conflict.” 
 Washington's stated intention of strengthening the implementation of the Biological Weapons Convention 
(BWC) has been met with doubt from Moscow. Russia has “repeatedly raised the issue of the real goal of the Pentagon’s 
research programs at various international sites,” Kirillov stated on Saturday, adding that these questions “remain 
unanswered to date.”  
 In late October, Russia filed an official complaint claiming that US-backed biological activities are taking place in 
Ukraine and requested a UN probe into the matter. The UN Security Council rejected Moscow’s proposal, with the US, 
UK, and France voting against it. 
 Kirillov’s statement was made ahead of the upcoming BWC review conference scheduled to 
take place in Geneva over late November and early December. Held every five years, the event is aimed at 
ensuring that the convention remains relevant and up-to-date amid the changes in science and technology, as well as in 
the global security landscape. https://www.rt.com/russia/567242-russia-concern-us-biological-activities/  
 

Russia now fourth largest forex reserve holder  
The country’s holdings, including those frozen by Western sanctions, have surpassed $540 billion  
26 Nov, 2022 10:27  
 Russia has risen to fourth place among the world’s largest economies in terms of foreign 
exchange reserves, RIA Novosti calculations published on Saturday show. 
 In the first nine months of the year, Russia’s holdings, including those frozen by the West due 
to Ukraine-related sanctions, rose to $540 billion, Central Bank data shows. 
 This allowed Russia to displace India, which had occupied fourth place since last summer. 
India’s holdings as of the end of September amounted to $532 billion. The two countries have been competing with 
each other on this indicator since 2015.  
 China retained its perennial leadership in terms of international reserves, with a staggering 
$3.193 trillion in assets at the end of September this year. Second place was held by Japan with 
$1.238 trillion, and Switzerland came in third with $892 billion in assets. 
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 According to the report, an interesting trend was seen in the lower half of the top ten, in which 
emerging economies outpaced their developed-market counterparts. Hong Kong was displaced by Saudi 
Arabia as the sixth largest holder, Brazil moved up to ninth place, pushing Singapore down to tenth. South Korea 
dropped to number seven. 
 Germany and the US retained the 11th and 12th spots from last year respectively, with France moving up to 
13th, followed by Italy. Mexico moved up three spots to number 15. Thailand, the UK, Israel, Poland, and the Czech 
Republic rounded out the top 20. 
 The study was conducted by RIA Novosti based on data from the central banks of the 90 largest economies in 
the world as of 2021. The final sample included the 50 economies with the largest reserves, which disclosed their data 
for September in mid-November. https://www.rt.com/business/567217-russia-nears-top-three-forex-reserves-holders/  
 

In false alarm, entrance to Jerusalem briefly shut after suspected pipe bomb found 
Incident comes with city on high alert as manhunt continues for terror cell behind Wednesday’s deadly double 
bombing 

By TOI staff and Emanuel Fabian Today, 12:12 pm  
 
Police sappers deal with a suspected pipe bomb at the entrance to 
Jerusalem on November 26, 2022. The device proved not to be a bomb. 
(Israel Police) 

 Police on Saturday shut a main entrance to 
Jerusalem after a suspected pipe bomb was found 
near the iconic Chords Bridge amid heightened 
tension following the deadly blasts in the city earlier 
in the week. 
 Police said that during patrols an item that 
looked like a small pipe bomb was found. Police 
cordoned off the area and sappers were called in to 
deal with the device. 

The suspected bomb was taken for inspection and police later said it was not an explosive device. 
 The area was then reopened to pedestrian and motor traffic. 
 The incident comes with the city on high alert as the manhunt continued for a suspected terror cell that 
detonated explosive devices at two bus stops in Jerusalem on Wednesday, killing a teenager and wounding more than 
20 others. 
 Police said in a statement that officers from the force, along with the Shin Bet, were looking for “anyone 
involved” in the terror attack. 
 Immediately after the deadly bombing, it was ordered that the number of officers across Jerusalem be ramped 
up, especially in crowded areas. 
 Police said Friday they aimed to increase the police presence throughout the city to give “a sense of security to 

all the city’s residents and visitors.” MORE -  https://www.timesofisrael.com/police-briefly-shut-jerusalem-entrance-
after-suspected-pipe-bomb-found/  
 

Iran and Turkey share common interests in their targeting of Kurds - analysis 
Iran and Turkey are both threatening invasions of areas where Kurdish people live in Iraq and Syria. 
By SETH J. FRANTZMAN Published: NOVEMBER 26, 2022 21:52  
 Iran and Turkey are both threatening invasions of areas where Kurdish people live in Iraq and 
Syria. 
 Turkey has already sent forces into parts of northern Iraq over the years and occupies several 
Kurdish areas of Syria, and Iran has been carrying out drone and missile attacks on Kurdish 
opposition groups who have camps in Iraq. However, both authoritarian regimes have now increased threats to 
launch new ground incursions that could cause hundreds of thousands of people to be displaced.   
 Are Iran and Turkey coordinating their efforts to destabilize Syria and Iraq and attack areas in both countries? 
 While Iran and Turkey sometimes appear to be on different sides of conflicts in the region, they share some 
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common interests. Iran and Turkey both have regimes dominated by far-right religious parties: In Iran’s case, it is a 
theocratic regime that dates from 1979, and in Turkey, it is the AKP party that rose to power in the early 2000s. 
 These religious leaders share some policies in the region. They both back the Hamas terrorist group; they have 
both opposed Israel, although Turkey and Israel recently reconciled; both Ankara and Tehran also view themselves as 
opponents of US policy in Iraq and Syria; both Iran and Turkey also work with Russia on the “Astana process” regarding 
Syria. This process is designed to end the Syrian civil war, but it is also designed to give Iran and Turkey influence over a 

swath of Syria.     MORE - https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/article-723437  
 

Another cardiologist calls for halt to COVID shots 
Counts as many as 70 patients with heart conditions tied to vaccine 
By Art Moore Published November 26, 2022 at 1:34pm  
 An Australian cardiologist has called for halting the use of the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 
mRNA vaccines after seeing a rise in heart conditions he believes are caused by the shots. 
 The conclusion by Dr. Ross Walker of Sydney came after two prominent cardiologists – Dr. 

Peter McCullough and Dr. Aseem Malhotra – publicly stated the best explanation for the "sudden and 
unexpected" deaths and cardiac events in otherwise healthy people is the COVID-19 vaccines. 
 Daily Mail Australia, which reported Walker's concern about the vaccine, reported the case of 18-year-old 

Monica Eskandar, who was rushed to a hospital with "terrifying chest pains" just hours after her first 
COVID vaccination. Diagnosed with pericarditis, she was forced to miss the exams Australia requires to pass 
secondary school. 
 "I’ve seen 60-70 patients in my own practice over the past 12 months who have had similar 
reactions," Walker told the paper. 
 "I've seen other people with chest pain, shortness of breath, heart palpitations." 
 He said he's seen many people develop symptoms about three to six months after vaccination. 
 Malhotra, a top London cardiologist who was one of the first to take the COVID-19 vaccine and 
promote it on British television has warned his colleagues and the public he has evidence tying "sudden deaths" to 
the COVID-19 vaccines. 
 In a recent lecture, he argued that vaccines in the past have been removed from the market 
"for much less" evidence. In the case of the COVID vaccines, he said, "we have got the highest level quality data," 
indicating the adverse events occur in at least 1 in 800 cases. 

 "This vaccine needs to be suspended completely," he said. 

See excerpts of Malhotra's speech: 
 In a video posted on Twitter in September, Malhotra said the COVID mRNA vaccine likely is a "primary cause in 
all unexpected cardiac arrests, heart attacks, strokes, cardiac arrhythmias and heart failure since 2021, until proven 
otherwise." He called for a suspension of the shots, arguing in a scientific paper that there is evidence the risk of harm is 
greater than any benefit. 
 Malhotra – an internationally renowned expert in the prevention, diagnosis and management of 
heart disease – is a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and president of the Scientific Advisory 
Committee of The Public Health Collaboration. He also is an honorary council member to the Metabolic Psychiatry 
Clinic at Stanford University School of Medicine. 
 McCullough, in a video interview with WND, cited peer-reviewed literature showing the vaccines cause 
myocarditis, including a U.K. study that found about 100 fatal cases of myocarditis linked to the shots.  
https://www.wnd.com/2022/11/another-cardiologist-calls-halt-covid-shots/  
 

Breaking Report: The Brazilian military stands with Bolsonaro… is prepared to invoke Article 
142… 
November 26, 2022 ( ago) 
 Sometimes it seems like nothing ever happens, but this seems like it could be a big deal… 
 Background: The Brazilian people have flooded the streets in protest at an allegedly rigged 
and stolen election. Truckers are blocking all highways. Farmers have blocked all ports from exporting agriculture. 
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Bolsonaro has exhausted his legal options, with his election appeal being rejected by a corrupt, opposition-appointed 
Chief Supreme Court justice. 
 Bolsonaro is now huddling with the military to plot his next moves. 
Watch: 
 What is Article 142? The lying New York Times explains: 
 Many of the protesters said their demands for intervention were supported by Article 142 of 
the Brazilian Constitution, which says that the military has the role of “guaranteeing constitutional 
powers” under the “supreme authority of the president.” 
 They go on to pooh-pooh it citing “experts”: 
 According to constitutional lawyers and past court rulings, the article does not allow the 
military to take control of the government. 
More from the NYT: 
 BRASÍLIA — They arrived by the tens of thousands on Wednesday, angry and draped in 
Brazilian flags, massing outside military bases across the country. They were there, they said, to save Brazil’s 
democracy from a rigged election, and there was only one way to do so: The armed forces needed to take control of the 
government. 
 It was an alarming demand in a country that suffered under a two-decade military dictatorship 
until 1985 — and yet another bizarre twist in the aftermath of Brazil’s polarizing elections. 
 A day earlier, the far-right president, Jair Bolsonaro, reluctantly agreed to a transfer of power after 45 hours of 
silence following his loss to a leftist former leader, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva. But after Mr. Bolsonaro’s years of unfounded 
attacks on Brazil’s election systems, his supporters appeared far from accepting defeat. 
… 
 The widespread protests and calls for the armed forces were an escalation of the Brazilian far-
right’s refusal to accept the election of Mr. da Silva, a former president whom many on the right view as a 
criminal because of his past corruption scandal. 
 Mr. Bolsonaro, in a two-minute speech on Tuesday in which he did not acknowledge his loss, 
said he supported peaceful protests inspired by “feelings of injustice in the electoral process.” 
 Many of his followers saw that as a stamp of approval. “What he said yesterday, that gave me more energy to 
come,” said Larissa Oliveira da Silva, 22, who was sitting on a beach chair in the protest in São Paulo, propping up her 
broken foot. “After his comments, I saw that he is on our side.” 
Soon?   https://www.revolver.news/2022/11/breaking-report-matthew-tyrmand-the-brazilian-military-stands-with-
bolsonaro-and-is-prepared-to-invoke-article-142/  
 

Darren Beattie blows the lid… SBF’s FTX extremely dark money laundering 
operation “bigger than Soros”… fueling “Clinton-Underworld Democrat 
Machine”… 
November 26, 2022 ( ago) 

This 14-minute clip is gold. 
SBF, FTX, Soros, the old globalist BCCI banking scandal, the “stablecoin” Tether, and a Clinton 
Overworld Money Laundering Operation. 
Watch: 
 Be sure to read our full, explosive, extremely dark exposé on crypto stablecoin Tether: 
 If, as it turns out, Tether turns out to be the next FTX on steroids, the implications for the entire 
cryptocurrency project are existential. Tether is not just the third largest cryptocurrency in 
existence, its function as the dominant stable coin facilitating transactions means it is one of the 
major crutches upon which the entire crypto ecosystem stands. 
 For this reason, crypto experts tell Revolver that “true-believers” in crypto often turn a blind 
eye to the dark and damning questions surrounding Tether due to the implications this would have on 
the entire crypto project. 
 One crypto veteran we spoke to described the Tether situation in rather vivid terms. 
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 “I have a soft spot for thinking kindly of crypto-libertarians, but they all go Ponzi Mindset when it comes 
to Tether,” he said. “In order to be congruent and confident in the future they need to believe Tether isn’t a burning 
bag of shit overlayed on top of a flaming diarrhetic volcano. Everything that in retrospect looks super shady and how-
did-they-get-away-with-it-for-so-long for FTX is WNBA-tier compared to the 1994-Olympics Dream Team of Schemes 
that is Tether.” 
 That’s the defense of Tether from somebody who uses crypto: that Tether is an obvious scam, but with so much 
crypto speculation going on and so much short-term profit to be had, it’s better to just not think about it. 
 So, if Tether is so obviously shady, what mightexplain its stability even as the surrounding crypto ecosystem 
burns down? Some key fact is missing. https://www.revolver.news/2022/11/darren-beattie-blows-the-lid-sbfs-ftx-
bigger-than-soros-extremely-dark-money-laundering-operation-within-clinton-underworld-democrat-machine/  
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